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Abstract
The question we propose to answer throughout this paper is the fol-
lowing: Given an isogeny class of Drinfeld modules over a finite field, what
are the orders of the corresponding endomorphism algebra (which is an
isogeny invariant) that occur as endomorphism ring of a Drinfeld module
in that isogeny class?
It is worth mentioning that this question is different from the ones in-
vestigated by the authors Kuhn, Pink in [6] and Garai, Papikian in [3].
The former authors rather provided an answer to the question, given a
Drinfeld module φ, how does one efficiently compute the endomorphism
ring of φ?
The importance of our question resides in the fact that it might be very
helpful to better understand isogeny graphs of Drinfeld modules of higher
rank (r ≥ 3) and may be reopen the debate concerning the application to
isogeny-based cryptography.
We answer that question for the case whereby the endomorphism alge-
bra is a field by providing a necessary and sufficient condition for a given
order to be the endomorphism ring of a Drinfeld module. We apply our
result to rank r = 3 Drinfeld modules and explicitly compute those orders
occurring as endomorphism rings of rank 3 Drinfeld modules over a finite
field.
∗
Electronic address: sedric.assong@mathematik.uni-kassel.de
1 Endomorphism rings of Drinfeld modules of
higher ranks
Notations:
A = Fq[T ] : Ring of univariate polynomials in T over a finite field Fq = Fp∗ , p prime.
k = Fq(T ) : Rational function field over Fq.
L : Finite A-field.
pv : (Generator of the) Kernel of the Fq-algebra homomorphism γ defining the A-field L.
v : the place of k defined by pv
∞ : The place at infinity of k.
m : The degree of L over A/pv i.e. m = [L : A/pv]
Nkotto proved in [1], that a general rank r Weil polynomial defining an
isogeny class of rank r Drinfeld modules has the form
M(x) = xr1 + a1x
r1−1 + · · ·+ ar1−1x+ µp
m
r2
v
where r1 = [k(π) : k], r2 =
√
dimk(pi)Endφ⊗A k and r = r1r2.
Therefore our restriction on the endomorphism algebra (of the corresponding
isogeny class) that must be a field, leads to the restriction to isogeny classes
defined by Weil polynomials of the form
M(x) = xr + a1x
r−1 + · · ·+ ar−1x+ µp
m
v
We aim in this part to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. A = Fq[T ], k = Fq(T ) and pv is the (generator of the) kernel
of the characteristic morphism γ : A −→ L defining the finite A-field L.
M(x) = xr + a1x
r−1 + · · · + ar−1x + µp
m
v ∈ A[x] is a Weil polynomial, where
m = [L : A/pv ·A]. Let O be an A-order of the function field
k(π) = k[x]/M(x) · k[x]. Let v0 be the unique zero of the Frobenius endomor-
phism π in k(π) lying over the place v of k.
O is the endomorphism ring of a Drinfeld module in the isogeny class defined
by the Weil polynomial M(x) if and only if O contains π and O is maximal at
the place v0.
Before proving it, let us recall the notions of Tate modules and Dieudonne´
modules which are very important for the proof.
1.1 Tate module of a Drinfeld module
Let ψ be a Drinfeld module over the A-field L with A-characteristic pv. v
denotes the place of k associated to the prime pv. Let ω be a place of k different
from v and pω denotes the corresponding prime. ψ[p
n
ω] denotes the group of
pnω-torsion points of ψ.
Definition 1.1. The Tate module of ψ at ω is defined by the inverse limit
Tωψ := lim←−
ψ[pnω] = HomAω (kω/Aω, ψ[p
∞
ω ]) where ψ[p
∞
ω ] =
⋃
n≥1
ψ[pnω]
2
1.2 Dieudonne´ module of a Drinfeld module
Remark 1.1. (Recall)
Let φ and ψ be two isogenous Drinfeld modules defined over the A-field L.
HomL(φ, ψ) denotes the group of isogenies from φ to ψ. Let u : φ −→ ψ
be an isogeny. If y ∈ φ[pnω] then u(y) ∈ ψ[p
n
ω].
To u ∈ HomL(φ, ψ) ⊗ Aω, corresponds therefore a canonical morphism of Aω-
modules u∗ ∈ HomAω (Tωφ, Tωψ).
Theorem 1.2. [Tate, [4, see theorem 4.12.12]]
Let φ and ψ be two isogenous Drinfeld modules over the finite A-field L as
mentioned in the previous remark. Let G = Gal(L/L). The canonical map
HomL(φ, ψ)⊗Aω
∼
−→ HomAω [G] (Tωφ, Tωψ)
is a bijection (as morphism of Aω-modules).
Corollary 1.1.
• If φ = ψ then we have the bijection
EndLφ⊗Aω
∼
−→ EndAω [G]Tωφ
• We denote Vωφ := Tωφ⊗ kω.
EndLφ⊗ kω ∼= Endkω [G]Vωφ
as kω-algebras.
Remark 1.2. Let π be the Frobenius endomorphism of the Drinfeld module φ.
We denote M(x) the minimal polynomial of π over k.
The characteristic polynomial of the action of π on the Tate module Tωφ is
M(x)t where t = dimk(pi) Endφ⊗ k. If t = 1 as it will be the case in the sequel,
then M(x) is the characteristic polynomial of the action of π on Tωφ .
1.2 Dieudonne´ module of a Drinfeld module
We want now to discuss what the so-called Tate’s theory says when one works
at the place v defined by the A-characteristic of the Drinfeld module φ defined
over the finite A-field L.
Let us recall that the Tate’s theory at the other places ω, strongly relies on
the fact that the polynomial φpnω (x) is separable. That means φ[p
n
ω] (as group
scheme) is e´tale. This is not true anymore at the place v. That difficulty
is overcome by considering the notion of Dieudonne´ modules. Before moving
forward, let us recall the following theorem known as Dieudonne´-Cartier-Oda
theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Let m ∈ N and L be a degree m field extension of A/pv. Let Kv
be the unique degree m unramified extension of the completion field kv of k at
the place v. Let W be the ring of integers of Kv. Let F and V be indeterminates
such that
FV = V F = pv
Fλ = σ(λ)F and λV = V σ(λ) ∀λ ∈W
where σ :W −→W is the unique automorphism induced by the Frobenius τdeg pv
of L.
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There is an anti-equivalence of categories between the category of finite commu-
tative group scheme over L of finite A/pv-rank and the category of left W [F, V ]-
modules of finite W -length.
Remark 1.3.
• Given a finite commutative L-group scheme S of finite A/pv-rank, we
denote D(S) the corresponding left W [F, V ]-module of finite W -length.
• D(S) is W -free and rankA/pvS = rankWD(S).
• W is also known as the ring of Witt vectors over the field L and since L
is finite (and therefore perfect), W is a discrete valuation ring and L is
its residue field.
Definition 1.2 (Dieudonne´ module at the place v).
Let ψ be a Drinfeld module over the finite A-field L with m = [L : A/pv].
The Dieudonne´ module of ψ is defined by the direct limit
Tvψ := lim−→
D(ψ[pnv ])
where D(ψ[pnv ]) is the left W [F, V ]-module associated to the L-group scheme
ψ[pnv ] as mentioned in the previous remark.
The corresponding Tate theorem is given below.
Theorem 1.4. [Serre-Tate, [5, proposition8.2, corollary 8.3, theorem 8.4]]
The canonical map
HomL (φ, ψ)⊗Av
∼
−→ HomW [F,V ] (Tvψ, Tvφ)
is a bijection (as morphism of Av-modules).
Remark 1.4. [see [5]]
• If φ = ψ then we have Endψ ⊗Av
∼
−→ EndW [F,V ]Tvψ
• We denote Vvψ = Tvψ ⊗Kv. We have Endψ ⊗ kv
∼
−→ EndKv[F,F−1]Vvψ.
• Tvψ/p
n
vTvψ can be identified to D(ψ[p
n
v ]).
• The W [F, V ]-module D(ψ[pnv ]) can be decomposed into its e´tale and local
parts. D(ψ[pnv ]) = D (ψ[p
n
v ])loc ⊕D (ψ[p
n
v ])e´t.
Actually the polynomial ψpnv (x) = x
nh deg pv · gn(x) where gn(x) is a sepa-
rable polynomial.
D (ψ[pnv ])loc = D (ψ[p
n
v ]loc) and D (ψ[p
n
v ])e´t = D (ψ[p
n
v ]e´t)
where ψ[pnv ]loc = Spec
(
L[x]/〈xnh deg pv 〉
)
and ψ[pnv ]e´t = Spec
(
L[x]/〈gn(x)〉
)
.
That means the Dieudonne´ module can also be decomposed as
Tvψ = (Tvψ)loc ⊕ (Tvψ)e´t .
• The Frobenius π of ψ acts on Tvψ via π = F
m.
• F (and therefore π = Fm) acts on the local part D (ψ[pv])loc as a nilpotent
element and acts on the e´tale part D (ψ[pv])e´t as an isomorphism.
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For more details on this part, one can follow [5, §6, 7 and 8].
The following dictionnary can be helpful:
• Q = Fq(C)  k = Fq(T )
• Γ (C′,OC′)  A = Fq[T ]
• z  pv
• Fq[[z]]  Av
• OS [[z]]  W
• OS [[z]]
[
1
z
]
 W [V ]
• Abelian sheaf F  Drinfeld module φ
• Dieudonne´ module
(
F̂ , F
)
 Dieudonne´ W [F, V ]-module Tvφ
1.3 Main theorem
Before giving the main theorem, let us lay the groundwork with the following
lemmas and remarks.
Lemma 1.1. Let M(x) = xr+a1x
r−1+ · · ·+ar−1x+µp
m
v be a Weil polynomial
as described in the previous chapter.
The height h (in the sense of [4, Definition 4.5.8]) of the isogeny class defined
by M(x) is the sub-degree of the polynomial M(x) mod pv. That is
M(x) ≡ xr + a1x
r−1 + · · ·+ ar−hx
h mod pv.
Proof: Let us first of all recall that the height is an isogeny invariant. That
means two isogenous Drinfeld modules share the same height.
Let ψ be a Drinfeld module in our isogeny class. We recall that the Dieudonne´
module Tvψ of ψ is a W [F, V ]-module and the Frobenius endomorphism π acts
on it via π = Fm as we mentioned before.
π = Fm acts W -linearly on the Dieudonne´ module Tvψ with the same charac-
teristic polynomial (in A[x]) as it does as Aω-linear endomorphism of the Tate
module Tωψ for any ω 6= v (see [2, proof of theorem A1.1.1] or replacing Tate
modules by Dieudonne´ modules in the proof of theorem 4 in [9, page 167]).
But the characteristic polynomial of the action of π on the Tate module Tωψ
is the minimal polynomial M(x) of π over k (since Endφ ⊗ k = k(π) see re-
mark 1.2).
Therefore M(x) is also the characteristic polynomial of the action of the Frobe-
nius endomorphism π = Fm on the Dieudonne´ module Tvψ.
One gets from there that M(x) mod pv is the characteristic polynomial of the
action of π on Tvψ/pvTvψ = D (ψ[pv]) (see remark 1.4).
As mentioned in remark 1.4, we also know that D (ψ[pv]) decomposes (via the
corresponding group scheme) into its e´tale and local parts i.e.
D (ψ[pv]) = D (ψ[pv])loc ⊕D (ψ[pv])e´t.
Therefore the characteristic polynomial also splits into
M(x) ≡Mloc(x) ·Me´t(x) mod pv
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where Mloc(x) mod pv (resp. Me´t(x) mod pv) is the characteristic polyno-
mial of the action of π on the local part D (ψ[pv])loc (resp. on the e´tale part
D (ψ[pv])e´t). That means,
deg (Mloc(x) mod pv) = rankWD (ψ[pv])loc and
deg (Me´t(x) mod pv) = rankWD (ψ[pv])e´t
But we have by the definition of the height of ψ (see definition ??)
ψpv = τ
r deg pv + α1τ
r deg pv−1 + · · ·+ α(r−h) deg pvτ
h deg pv
=
(
τ (r−h) deg pv + α1τ
(r−h) deg pv−1 + · · ·+ α(r−h) deg pvτ
0
)
τh deg pv
with α(r−h) deg pv 6= 0 That is,
ψpv (x)=
(
xq
(r−h) deg pv
+ α1x
q(r−h) deg pv−1 + · · ·+ α(r−h) deg pv
)
xq
h deg pv
= g(x) ·
xq
h deg pv
where g(x) is a separable polynomial (since α(r−h) deg pv 6= 0) and
ψ[pv]e´t = Spec
(
L[x]/〈g(x)〉
)
and ψ[pv]loc = Spec
(
L[x]/〈xq
h deg pv
〉
)
where L is an algebraic closure of L.
As we have mentioned in remark 1.4, π acts on D (ψ[pv])loc (resp. D (ψ[pv])e´t)
as a nilpotent element (resp. as an isomorphism). That means the characteristic
polynomial Mloc(x) mod pv is a power of x and the characteristic polynomial
Me´t(x) mod pv has only non-zero roots (non-zero eigenvalues). In addition,
deg (Me´t(x) mod pv) = rankWD (ψ[pv]e´t) = r − h (see remark 1.3). Therefore
M(x) ≡Mloc(x) ·Me´t(x) ≡ x
h
(
xr−h + a1x
r−h−1 + · · ·+ ar−h
)
mod pv
and the result follows.
♦
Corollary 1.2. Let M(x) be as in the previous lemma.
Mloc(x) is the irreducible factor of M(x) in kv[x] that describes the unique zero
of π in k(π)
Proof:
• First of all Mloc(x) is an irreducible factor of M(x) in kv[x]. Indeed,
if Mloc(x) = fi(x) · fj(x) ∈ kv[x] is a product of two irreducible factors of
M(x) in kv[x], then since Mloc(x) ≡ x
h mod pv, fi(x) and fj(x) would
have a common zero modulo pv. That is not possible since M(x) is a Weil
polynomial.
• If fi0(x) is the factor of M(x) in kv[x] describing the zero pi0 of π in k(π),
then the constant coefficient a0,i0 of fi0(x) must be divisible by pv. In-
deed,
vi0(π) > 0 i.e. v ◦ τi0 (π) > 0. In other words v(πi0) > 0,
where πi0 denotes a root of fi0(x).
That means, v|kv(pii0 ) (πi0) > 0 i.e. vi0 (πi0) > 0.
As a result vi0
(
Nkv(pii0 )/kv (πi0)
)
> 0 and thus
v
(
Nkv(pii0)/kv (πi0 )
)
> 0 since Nkv(pii0)/kv (πi0 ) ∈ kv.
But the constant coefficient of fi0(x), a0,i0 = (−1)
deg fi0 (x)Nkv(pii0)/kv (πi0 ).
That means we also have v(a0,i0 ) > 0 and the claim follows.
• SinceM(x) is a Weil polynomial, there must be only one such factor fi0(x)
of M(x) in kv[x]. Since Mloc(x) ≡ x
h mod pv, the constant coefficient of
6
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Mloc(x) in Av[x] is divisible by pv.
HenceMloc(x) = fi0(x) is the irreducible factor ofM(x) in kv[x] describing
the zero pi0 of π in k(π).
♦
Before moving forward, let us formulate the problem.
Formulation of the problem:
Yu in [11] basically showed that for an isogeny class of rank 2 Drinfeld mod-
ules, the orders occurring as endomorphism ring of a Drinfeld module are either
(in case the endomorphism algebra is not a field) the maximal orders in the
quaternion algebra over k ramified at exactly the places v and ∞, or those or-
ders O of k(π) containing π that are maximal at all the places lying over v i.e.
such that O ⊗Av is a maximal Av-order of the kv-algebra kv(π).
Now the question is: What about Drinfeld modules of higher rank (r ≥ 3)?
Of course for an order O of (the endomorphism algebra) k(π) to be the endo-
morphism ring of a Drinfeld module, it is necessary that the Frobenius π ∈ O.
But must we have O maximal at all the places of k(π) lying over the place v? In
other words, must we have O ⊗ Av maximal Av-order of the kv-algebra kv(π)?
The answer is No! and we provide below an example of a rank 3 Drinfeld mod-
ule whose endomorphism ring is not at all places of k(π) lying over the place v
maximal.
Before the example, let us recall the definition and a fact concerning the notion
of conductor of an order.
Definition 1.3 (Recall). A = Fq[T ], k = Fq(T )
Let F/k be a function field and Omax be the ring of integers of F . Let O be an
A-order of F . The conductor c of O is the maximal ideal of O which is also an
ideal of Omax. It is defined by c = {x ∈ F | xOmax ⊆ O}.
Remark 1.5. As a very well known fact, disc (O) = NF/k (c) disc (Omax).
Where disc(?) denotes the discriminant of a basis of the corresponding free A-
lattice and NF/k(?) denotes the norm of the ideal in argument. We recall that
if P is a prime of F above the prime p of k then NF/k (P) = p
f where f de-
notes the residual degree of P | p. In addition NF/k(?) is multiplicative i.e.
NF/k (P1P2) = NF/k (P1)NF/k (P2).
Example 1.1.
A = F5[T ], k = F5(T ), L = F125 = F5(α) with α
3 + 3α+ 3 = 0.
pv = Kerγ = 〈T 〉. M(x) = x
3 + (T + 1)x2 + (T 2 + 3T + 4)x+ 4T 3.
One easily shows that M(x) is a Weil polynomial (see [1])
disc (M(x)) = T 2(T +4)2(T 2+4T +2). Following the paper [10] one computes
the following:
The discriminant of the cubic function field k(π) is
∆ = disc (k(π)) = (T + 4)2(T 2 + 4T + 2). We set I =
√
disc(M(x))
∆ = T .
The maximal order of the function field k(π)/k is the order generated by 〈ω0, ω1, ω2〉,
where ω0 = 1, ω1 = π˜ = π + 2T + 2, ω2 =
α2+β2p˜i+p˜i
2
I =
α2+β2p˜i+p˜i
2
T
With
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
3β22 + c1 ≡ 0 mod I
β32 + c1β2 + c2 ≡ 0 mod I
2
α2 ≡ −2β
2
2 ≡
2c1
3 mod I
Where c1 and c2 denote the coefficients of the so-called standard form of the
cubic polynomial M(x). We will come back later on to this.
After solving the system, one gets β2 = 4 and α2 = 3.
That is, ω2 =
3+4(pi+2T+2)+(pi+2T+2)2
T
We now claim that the conductor c of O = A[π] is c = T · O+ (π− 3T +3) · O.
Indeed,
M(x) ≡ x(x − 3T + 3)2 mod T
We also have (π − 3T + 3)(λ0ω0 + λ1ω1 + λ2ω2) ∈ A[π] for λi ∈ A. Because
(π − 3T + 3)ω2 = (T + 1)π+ 4T
2+ 4T + 3 ∈ A[π]. That means π − 3T + 3 ∈ c.
Therefore T · O + (π − 3T + 3) · O ⊆ c  O.
Let us consider the canonical morphisms
A[π] ≃ A[x]/M(x) ·A[x]
ϕ1
−−−→
(A/T · A)[x]
M(x) · (A/T ·A)[x])
ϕ2
−−−→ (A/T ·A)[x](x−3T+3)·(A/T ·A)[x])
≃ A/T · A
T · O + (π − 3T + 3) · O is a maximal ideal of O as kernel of the morphism
ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1 since A[π]/Ker(ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1) ≃ Im(ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1) ≃ A/T ·A is a field. Therefore
c = T · O + (π − 3T + 3) · O.
M(x) ≡ x(x + 3)2 mod T . Since M(x) is a Weil polynomial, the irreducible
decomposition of M(x) over the completion field kv is of the form
M(x) = M1(x) ·M2(x) ∈ kv[x]. That means pv = T splits into two primes p1
and p2 in k(π).
As a matter of fact, any prime ideal p of O containing T is either
T · O + (π − 3T + 3) · O or T · O + π · O. Indeed,
First of all T · O + (π − 3T + 3) · O and T · O + π · O are maximal ideals of
O = A[π] as kernel of the canonical morphisms
A[π] ≃ A[x]/M(x) ·A[x]
ϕ1
−−−→
(A/T · A)[x]
M(x) · (A/T ·A)[x])
ϕ2
−−−→ (A/T ·A)[x](x−3T+3)·(A/T ·A)[x])
≃ A/T · A
and
A[π] ≃ A[x]/M(x) ·A[x]
ϕ′1−−−→
(A/T · A)[x]
M(x) · (A/T · A)[x])
ϕ′2−−−→ (A/T ·A)[x]x·(A/T ·A)[x])
≃ A/T · A
respectively.
Since M(x) ≡ x(x − 3T + 3)2 mod T and M(π) = 0, we have
π(π − 3T + 3)2 ∈ T · A[π] ⊆ p. But p is a prime ideal of O. That means π ∈ p
or π − 3T + 3 ∈ p. In other words
T · O + (π − 3T + 3) · O ⊆ p or T · O + π · O ⊆ p
From the maximality of these ideals we conclude that
p = T · O + (π − 3T + 3) · O or p = T · O + π · O.
We assume then WLOG that p2 ∩O = T · O + (π − 3T + 3) · O = c.
That is, p2 | c and p1 ∤ c.
The norm of the conductor is
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Nk(pi)/k (c) = T
2 since disc (M(x)) = T 2 · disc (k(π)).
Therefore we have only two possibilities for orders occurring as endomorphism
of a Drinfeld module: A[π] and the maximal order Omax. This is due to the
fact that the norm of the conductor of any order O containing properly A[π]
(i.e. A[π]  O ⊆ Omax) is a square of a proper divisor of T
2 and thus must be
a unit. In other words disc(O) = disc (Omax). i.e. O = Omax.
After some computations (using a code we implemented in the computer algebra
system SAGE) we found the following:
• For φT = −α
2τ3 + 2α2τ2 + α2τ we have:
ω2 =
3 + 4(τ3 + 2φT + 2) + (τ
3 + 2φT + 2)
2
φT
∈ L{τ} and φT ·ω2 = ω2·φT .
In other words ω2 ∈ Endφ. Therefore Endφ = Omax.
• For ψT = τ
3 + τ2 + τ we have:
ω2 =
3 + 4(τ3 + 2ψT + 2) + (τ
3 + 2ψT + 2)
2
ψT
/∈ L{τ} and a fortiori ω2 /∈ Endψ.
Since we have only two possibilities for Endψ, we can conclude that Endψ =
A[π].
A[π] is therefore the endomorphism ring of a Drinfeld module but A[π] is
not maximal at at least one of the places of k(π) lying over the place v
because its conductor c is not relatively prime to pv = T .
One can notice in the example above that Mloc(x) = M1(x) ≡ x mod pv.
That means degMloc(x) = 1. Thus any order containing π is maximal at the
corresponding place v1 (which represent the zero of π in k(π)).
Concerning the e´tale part,
Me´t(x) =M2(x) ≡ (x + 3)
2 mod pv. i.e. degMe´t(x) = 2.
We have then here “enough” pv-torsion points.
This example already encodes some tips for the generalization.
Definition 1.4. [4, remark 4.7.12.1][recall]
Let φ and ψ be two isogenous Drinfeld modules over L. Let u : φ −→ ψ, u ∈
L{τ} be an isogeny from φ to ψ.
ψ is called the quotient of the Drinfeld module φ by the kernel G of u and denoted
ψ := φ/G.
Lemma 1.2. Let φ be a Drinfeld module over the finite A-field L whose en-
domorphism algebra is a field i.e. Endφ ⊗ k = k(π), where π is the Frobenius
endomorphism of φ. Let O be an A-order of k(π) containing π. We choose a
place ω of k different from v.
If Endφ ⊗ Aω 6∼= O ⊗ Aω as Aω-module then there exists a Drinfeld module
quotient ψ = φ/GL such that
Endψ ⊗Aω ∼= O ⊗Aω and Endψ ⊗Aν ∼= Endφ⊗Aν for all places ν 6= ω.
Proof: With the hypotheses of the lemma,
let us assume that Endφ⊗Aω 6∼= O⊗Aω. We are looking for an isogeny u that
changes (via its kernel) the Drinfeld module φ into a Drinfeld module ψ so that
the endomorphism ring of the resulting Drinfeld module coincides at ω with O.
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O is an A-order of k(π) containing π. That means O⊗Aω is an Aω-order of the
kω-algebra kω(π) = Endφ⊗kω. We also know from the corollary 1.1 of the Tate
theorem that there is a canonical isomorphism of kω-algebras Endφ ⊗ kω
∼
−→
Endkω [pi]Vωφ, where Vωφ = Tωφ⊗ kω .
Since in addition π ∈ O, Vωφ therefore contains an Aω-lattice L containing Tωφ
and stable under the action of π such that the corresponding order EndAω [pi]L
∼=
O ⊗Aω as Aω-modules. We consider then such an Aω-lattice L. We have then
Tωφ ⊆ L ⊆ Vωφ.
Let (t1; · · · , tr) be an Aω-basis of Tωφ and (z1, · · · , zr) be an Aω-basis of L,
where r = rankφ. M0 denotes the matrix in Mr×r (Aω) such thatt1...
tr
 =M0
z1...
zr

Let s = ω (detM0) be the valuation (wrt ω) of the determinant detM0.
detM0 = α0p
s
ω, where pω is the uniformizing element of the place ω and α0 is a
unit in Aω. The reader can notice that s > 0 because Endφ⊗Aω 6∼= O ⊗Aω.
We consider the following map
Co(M0)
t : Tωφ −−−−−→ Lt1...
tr
 7−→ α0psω
z1...
zr

The kernel of this map is kerCo(M0)
t =M0 · φ[p
s
ω].
We recall that Co(M0)
t (as one can guess) denotes the transpose of the co-
matrix of the matrix M0.
Indeed,
if λ1t1 + · · ·+ λrtr ∈M0 · φ[p
s
ω] then
Co(M0)
t · (λ1t1 + · · ·+ λrtr) ∈ Co(M0)
t ·M0 · φ[p
s
ω] = p
s
ω · φ[p
s
ω] = {0}.
That is, Co(M0)
t · (λ1t1 + · · ·+ λrtr) = 0 and thus
λ1t1 + · · ·+ λrtr ∈ KerCo(M0)
t.
Conversely if λ1t1+· · ·+λrtr ∈ KerCo(M0)
t then Co(M0)
t·(λ1t1 + · · ·+ λrtr)=0
i.e. α0p
s
ω (λ1z1 + · · ·+ λrzr) = 0 and therefore λ1z1 + · · ·+ λrzr ∈ φ[p
s
ω].
That means λ1t1 + · · ·+ λrtr =M0 · (λ1z1 + · · ·+ λrzr) ∈M0 · φ[p
s
ω ].
Hence kerCo(M0)
t =M0 · φ[p
s
ω].
Applying the first isomorphism theorem to the morphism of Aω-modules, one
gets Tωφ/M0 · φ[p
s
ω]
∼= Im (Co(M0)
t) = 〈psωz1, · · · , p
s
ωzr〉.
Let Ls = 〈p
s
ωz1, · · · , p
s
ωzr〉 be the Aω-lattice generated by (p
s
ωz1, · · · , p
s
ωzr).
Tωφ/M0 · φ[p
s
ω]
∼= Ls = p
s
ω · L.
We set GL =M0 ·φ[p
s
ω] and we consider the Drinfeld module quotient ψ = φ/GL
defined over L.
The existence of the Drinfeld module ψ is guaranteed by the fact that the sep-
arable additive polynomial
u = x
∏
α∈GL
(
1−
x
α
)
whose kernel GL ( which is stable under the action of the Frobenius endomor-
phism π mainly because π ∈ O), lie in L{τ} (see [4, proposition 1.1.5 and
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corollary 1.2.2]), in addition to the fact that the local part of the group scheme
H = Spec
(
L[x]/〈u(x)〉
)
is trivial because u ∈ L{τ} is separable (see [4, propo-
sition 4.7.11, for t=0]).
We have then Tωψ ∼= Tωφ/M0 · φ[p
s
ω]
∼= Ls = p
s
ω · L as Aω-modules.
Since GL = M0 · φ[p
s
ω] and L are stable under the action of π, so are Tωψ and
Ls. In other words Tωψ ∼= Ls as Aω [π]-modules.
That means EndAω[pi]Tωψ
∼= EndAω [pi]Ls.
One also easily checks that (since Ls = p
s
ω · L) L and Ls generate the same
order i.e. EndAωLs = EndAωL.
Therefore EndAω[pi]Tωψ
∼= EndAω [pi]L. Applying the Tate theorem 1.2, one gets
then Endψ ⊗Aω ∼= EndAω[pi]Tωψ
∼= EndAω [pi]L
∼= O ⊗Aω .
At all the other places ν 6= ω, v of k, we have the following:
0 −→ GL =M0 · φ[p
s
ω] −֒−−−−→ φ
u
−−−−−→ ψ −→ 0 is an exact sequence.
GL has no non-trivial pν-torsion points. Applying the Tate theorem at the place
ν to this short exact sequence, one gets the exact sequence
0 −→ Tνφ −−−−−→ Tνψ −→ 0. That means Tνφ ∼= Tνψ as Aν -modules.
In other words Endψ ⊗Aν ∼= EndAν [pi]Tνψ
∼= EndAν [pi]Tνφ
∼= Endφ⊗Aν .
♦
Lemma 1.3. Let φ be a Drinfeld module over the finite A-field L whose endo-
morphism algebra Endφ ⊗ k = k(π) is a field, where π denotes the Frobenius
endomorphism of φ. Let O be an A-order of k(π) containing π and such that O
is maximal at the unique zero v0 of π in k(π) lying over the place v of k.
If O ⊗Av 6∼= Endφ⊗Av then there exists a quotient Drinfeld module
ψ = φ/GL such that
Endψ ⊗ Av ∼= O ⊗ Av and Endψ ⊗ Aω ∼= Endφ ⊗ Aω at all the other places
ω 6= v of k.
Proof: With the hypothesis of the lemma,
we assume that Endφ ⊗Av 6∼= O ⊗ Av as Av-modules. That means there must
exist at least one other place v1 6= v0 of k(π) lying over the place v of k (i.e.
φ is not supersingular) such that the completion Ov1 of O at the place v1 is
different from the completion (Endφ)v1 of Endφ at that same place v1.
Let v0, v1, · · · , vs be the places of k(π) lying over the place v of k. We choose
v0 here to be the unique zero of π in k(π) lying over the place v.
We are looking for a quotient Drinfeld module ψ = φ/GL such that
Endψ ⊗ Av ∼= O ⊗ Av and Endψ ⊗ Aω ∼= Endφ ⊗ Aω at all the other places
ω 6= v.
The idea here is to act on the e´tale part of the Dieudonne´ module Tvφ of φ so
that the resulting endomorphism ring meets our needs.
Let then M(x) be the minimal polynomial (Weil polynomial) of π over k.
We know that the places v0, v1, · · · , vs are described by the irreducible factors
of M(x) in kv[x]. Let then M(x) = M0(x) ·M1(x) · · ·Ms(x) ∈ kv[x] be the
irreducible decomposition of M(x) over the completion field kv.
We also know that the irreducible factor M0(x) =: Mloc(x) describing the zero
v0 of π in k(π) is the characteristic polynomial of the action of π on the local
part of the Dieudonne´ module (Tvφ)loc (see corollary 1.2).
In addition, M0(x) ≡ x
h mod pv, where h is the height of φ (see lemma 1.1).
Me´t(x) =M1(x) · · ·Ms(x) is the characteristic polynomial of the action of π on
the e´tale part of the Dieudonne´ module (Tvφ)e´t. In this case, we therefore clearly
see that rankW (Tvφ)e´t = degMe´t(x) ≥ 2. Because if we had degMe´t(x) = 0, φ
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would be supersingular and if we had degMe´t(x) = 1, Endφ⊗ Av and O ⊗ Av
would be both maximal orders of the kv-algebra kv(π) and thus we would have
Endφ⊗Av ∼= O ⊗Av, which in either case contradicts our assumption.
We recall the notation Kv which is the unique degree m unramified extension
of kv and W its ring of integers.
We know that O ⊗Av =
∏
vi|v
Ovi is an Av-order of the kv-algebra
kv(π) = Endφ⊗ kv ∼= EndKv[F,V ]Vvφ (see remark 1.4).
i.e. O ⊗Av ⊆ kv(π) ∼= EndKv[F,V ]Vvφ.
Also, O is maximal at v0 i.e. the completion Ov0 is the maximal order of the
field kv(π0) = kv[x]/M0(x) · kv[x].
Thus there exists a W -lattice L0 of (Vvφ)e´t = (Tvφ)e´t ⊗Kv containing (Tvφ)e´t
stable under the actions of F and V ,
(i.e. Tvφ = (Tvφ)loc ⊕ (Tvφ)e´t ⊆ (Tvφ)loc ⊕ L0 ⊆ Vvφ = (Vvφ)loc ⊕ (Vvφ)e´t)
such that the corresponding order EndW ((Tvφ)loc ⊕ L0)
∼= O ⊗Av.
We set l = r− h = degMe´t(x) ≥ 2. Let (t1, · · · , tl) be a W -basis of (Tvφ)e´t and
(z1, · · · , zl) be a W -basis of L0. N0 denotes the matrix in Ml×l (W ) such thatt1...
tl
 = N0
z1...
zl

Let s0 = v (detN0). Since Endφ⊗Av ∼= EndW [F,V ]Tvφ 6∼= O ⊗Av, s0 ≥ 1.
Since Kv is an unramified extension of kv and the corresponding ring of integers
W is a discrete valuation ring, we keep (by abuse of language) the same notation
v for the place of Kv extending the place v of kv. pv denotes the corresponding
prime.
detN0 = β0p
s0
v , where β0 is a unit in W . The same way we did before, let us
consider the morphism
Co(N0)
t : (Tvφ)e´t −−−−−−−−−−→ L0t1...
tl
 7−→ Co(N0)t
t1...
tl
 = β0ps0v
z1...
zl

where Co(N0)
t denotes the transpose of the co-matrix of N0. We recall that
Co(N0)
t ·N0 = detN0 · IdentityMatrix.
The kernel of Co(N0)
t is given by Ker (Co(N0)
t) = N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t.
D (φ[ps0v ])e´t is the W [F, V ]-module associated to the group-scheme φ[p
s0
v ]e´t (see
remark 1.3). Indeed,
Let λ1t1 + · · ·+ λltl ∈ N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t. We have then,
Co(N0)
t ·(λ1t1 + · · ·+ λltl) ∈ Co(N0)
t ·N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t = p
s0
v ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t={0}.
We recall that D (φ[pnv ]) can be identified to Tvφ/p
n
v · Tvφ for any n ∈ N.
Conversely, let λ1t1+· · ·+λltl ∈ Ker (Co(N0)
t) i.e. Co(N0)
t·(λ1t1 + · · ·+ λltl)=0
That means β0p
s0
v (λ1z1 + · · ·+ λlzl) = 0 and then
λ1z1 + · · ·+ λlzl ∈ D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t.
But λ1t1 + · · ·+ λltl = N0 · (λ1z1 + · · ·+ λlzl) ∈ N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t.
Therefore Ker (Co(N0)
t) = N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t.
Applying the first isomorphism theorem to our morphism, one gets that
(Tvφ)e´t /N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t
∼= Im (Co(N0)
t) = 〈ps0v z1, · · · , p
s0
v zl〉.
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Let Ls0 be the W -lattice generated by (p
s0
v z1, · · · , p
s0
v zl).
i.e. (Tvφ)e´t /N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t
∼= Ls0 .
N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t is stable under the actions of F and V because N0 commutes
with the actions of F and V (via the stability of (Tvφ)e´t and L0 under those
actions) and D (φ[ps0v ]) is by definition stable under those actions (see theo-
rem 1.3).
Let Gs0 be the finite commutative L-group scheme associated to the W [F, V ]-
module N0 · D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t (theorem 1.3). We consider the additive separable
polynomial
u = x
∏
α∈Gs0
α6=0
(
1−
x
α
)
whose kernel is Gs0 . By definition, Gs0 is stable under the action of π = F
m. For
the same reason as the case ω 6= v in lemma 1.2, u ∈ L{τ} and u is an isogeny
from the Drinfeld module φ to a Drinfeld module ψ. That is, φT · u = u · ψT .
In fact ψ := φ/Gs0 .
The Dieudonne´ module of ψ is given as follows:
Tvψ = Tv (φ/Gs0)
∼= Tvφ/D(Gs0) = ((Tvφ)loc ⊕ (Tvφ)e´t) /N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t.
That is,
Tvψ ∼= (Tvφ)loc ⊕ (Tvφ)e´t /N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])e´t
∼= (Tvφ)loc ⊕ Ls0
One easily checks that since Ls0 = p
s0
v · L0, EndWLs0 = EndWL0.
Therefore EndW ((Tvφ)loc ⊕ Ls0)
∼= EndW ((Tvφ)loc ⊕ L0)
∼= O ⊗Av and from
the stability under the actions of F and V , one gets
O⊗Av ∼= EndW [F,V ] ((Tvφ)loc ⊕ L0)
∼= EndW [F,V ] ((Tvφ)loc ⊕ Ls0)
∼= EndW [F,V ]Tvψ
Hence O ⊗Av ∼= Endψ ⊗Av (Thanks to the Tate’s theorem 1.4).
At all the other places ω 6= v we have the exact sequence
0 −→ Gs0 −֒−−−−→ φ
u
−−−−−→ ψ = φ/Gs0 −→ 0
Applying the Tate’s theorem at the place ω, we get
0 −→ Tωφ −→ Tωψ −→ 0
In fact by definition of the Dieudonne´ functor in theorem 1.3 and from the La-
grange theorem for finite group scheme, we have the following:
If r0 = rank (N0 ·D (φ[p
s0
v ])) then p
r0
v ·Gs0 = {0} i.e. Gs0 ⊆ φ[p
r0
v ]. That means
the Tate module TωGs0 = {0} for any place ω 6= v.
Hence we get from the above exact sequence that Tωφ ∼= Tωψ.
In other words
Endφ⊗Aω ∼= EndAω [pi]Tωφ
∼= EndAω [pi]Tωψ
∼= Endψ⊗Aω. ♦
Let us recall the theorem we want to prove.
Theorem 1.5. A = Fq[T ], k = Fq(T ) and pv is the (generator of the) kernel
of the characteristic morphism γ : A −→ L defining the finite A-field L.
M(x) = xr + a1x
r−1 + · · · + ar−1x + µp
m
v ∈ A[x] is a Weil polynomial, where
m = [L : A/pv ·A]. Let O be an A-order of the function field
k(π) = k[x]/M(x) · k[x]. Let v0 be the unique zero of π in k(π) lying over the
place v of k.
O is the endomorphism ring of a Drinfeld module in the isogeny class defined
by the Weil polynomial M(x) if and only if O contains π and O is maximal at
the place v0.
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Proof: With the hypotheses of the theorem, we have the following:
⇒ If O = Endφ then it is clear that O contains the Frobenius endomorphism
π. Yu proved in [11] that Endφ is maximal at the zero v0 of π in k(π).
⇐ Conversely, let us assume that O contains π and O is maximal at the
place v0.
Let φ be any Drinfeld module over L in the isogeny class defined by M(x).
We know that O and Endφ differ at only finitely many places, since both are
orders of the same function field k(π). That means there exist finitely many
places ω1, · · · , ωs such that
O⊗Aω ∼= Endφ⊗Aω for all places ω except (may be) at ω ∈ {v, ω1, ω2, · · · , ωs}.
For ω = ω1, one can get from lemma 1.2 a Drinfeld module φ1 defined over L
such that
Endφ1 ⊗Aω1
∼= O ⊗Aω1 and
Endφ1 ⊗Aν ∼= Endφ⊗Aν at all other places ν 6= ω1, v.
That means Endφ1 ⊗ Aω ∼= O ⊗ Aω for all places ω of k except (may be) at
ω ∈ {v, ω2, ω3, · · · , ωs}.
Repeating the process at all the places ωi, one gets from lemma 1.2 a Drinfeld
module ϕ defined over L such that
Endϕ⊗Aω ∼= O ⊗Aω for all places ω of k with ω 6= v.
Concerning the place v, we know in addition that O is maximal at the unique
zero v0 of π in k(π) lying over the place v.
We can therefore apply lemma 1.3 and get the following:
• If ϕ (equivalently our isogeny class) is supersingular, then we already have
Endϕ⊗Av ∼= O⊗Av as maximal order of the kv-algebra (which is actually
in this case a field) kv(π).
• If ϕ (equivalently our isogeny class) is not supersingular and
Endϕ⊗Av 6∼= O⊗Av, then there exists (see lemma 1.3) a Drinfeld module
ψ = ϕ/GL such that
Endψ ⊗Av ∼= O ⊗Av and
Endψ ⊗Aω ∼= Endϕ⊗Aω ∼= O ⊗Aω at all the other places ω 6= v.
In any case, we get a Drinfeld module ψ such that
Endψ ⊗Aω ∼= O ⊗Aω at all the places ω of k.
Hence O = Endψ.
♦
2 Application: Endomorphism rings in some isogeny
classes of rank 3 Drinfeld modules
We give in this part a more specific description of the orders occurring as endo-
morphism of a Drinfeld module in the special case of an isogeny class of rank 3
Drinfeld modules. As a direct consequence of theorem 1.5, we have the following:
Proposition 2.1. We keep the same notation we have in the above mentioned
theorem.
Let M(x) = x3 + a1x
2 + a2x+ µp
m
v be a rank 3 Weil polynomial.
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1) If pv ∤ a2 then an A-order O of k(π) is the endomorphism ring of a Drinfeld
module in the isogeny class defined by M(x) if and only if it contains the
Frobenius π ∈ O.
2) Otherwise (i.e. if pv | a2), an order O of k(π) occurs as endomorphism
ring of a Drinfeld module in the isogeny class defined by M(x) if and only
if the Frobenius endomorphism π ∈ O and O is maximal at all the places
of k(π) lying over v (i.e. O ⊗ Av is a maximal order of the kv-algebra
kv(π)).
Proof:
1) If pv ∤ a2 then M(x) ≡ x(x
2 + a1x + a2) mod pv. That means (see
corollary 1.2) the irreducible factor Mloc(x) of M(x) in kv[x] describing
the unique zero v0 of π in k(π) is a degree 1 polynomial. Therefore any
A-order of k(π) containing π is already maximal at v0. The statement
follows then from theorem 1.5.
2) If pv | a2 then we have two sub-cases.
• If pv ∤ a1 then M(x) ≡ x
2(x + a1) mod pv.
That means there are two places of k(π) lying over the place v. The
zero v0 of π which is described by the irreducible factor Mloc(x) of
M(x) in kv[x] fulfillingMloc(x) ≡ x
2 mod pv (see corollary 1.2), and
another place v1 described by the irreducible factor M1(x) of M(x)
in kv[x] fulfilling M1(x) ≡ x+ a1 mod pv.
As a consequence, degM1(x) = 1. That means the completion of any
A-order O of k(π) containing π at the place v1 must be maximal.
It follows that, O is maximal at the zero v0 of π if and only if O is
maximal at all the places (v0 and v1) of k(π) lying over v and the
statement follows.
• If pv | a1 then M(x) ≡ x
3 mod pv. That means the isogeny class
defined by M(x) is supersingular. In other words there is a unique
place (the zero v0 of π) of k(π) lying over v and the statement follows
from theorem 1.5.
♦
Remark 2.1 (Recall).
To check that O ⊗ Av is a maximal Av-order in the kv-algebra kv(π) one can
just check that the norm of the conductor c of O is not divisible by pv. We recall
that the norm of the conductor can be gotten from the relationship between the
discriminant of the order O and the discriminant of the field k(π).
disc (O) = Nk(pi)/k (c) · disc (k(π))
In the upcoming part, we want to explicitly compute the maximal order of
the cubic function field k(π) and all the sub-orders occurring as endomorphism
ring of a rank-3 Drinfeld module.
Proposition 2.2. [7, Corollary 5.2]
Let M0(x) = x
3 + c1x + c2 be the standard form of the polynomial M(x) =
x3 + a1x
2 + a2x+ µQ. Where c1 and c2 are like computed in the algorithm ??.
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Let disc (M0(x)) = λ
l∏
i=1
Dii be the square-free factorization of disc (M0(x)).
The discriminant of the function field k(π) is given by
disc (k(π)) = λD gcd(D2D4, c2)
2 where D =
∏
i odd
Di, λ ∈ F
∗
q .
We will not give the proof in details since it has already been done in [7].
We just remind that the proof strongly relies on the fact that
M0(x) = x
3 + c1x + c2 is given in the standard form. That is, for any prime
element p ∈ A, vp (c1) < 2 or vp (c2) < 3. This condition forces the valuation of
the discriminant vp (disc (M0(x))) = vp
(
−4c31 − 27c
2
2
)
to be bounded and leads
to the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. [8, theorem 2]
Let k(π)/k be a cubic function field defined by the irreducible polynomial M0(x) =
x3 + c1x + c2 given in the standard form. Let D0 = disc (M0(x)) and ∆0 =
disc (k(π)). For any prime p of k we have the the following:
(1) vp (∆0) = 2 if and only if vp (c1) ≥ vp (c2) ≥ 1.
(2) vp (∆0) = 1 if and only if vp (D0) is odd.
(3) vp (∆0) = 0 otherwise.
Remark 2.2. The index of π˜ can therefore be computed using the fact that
disc (M0(x)) = ind(π˜)
2disc (k(π)) i.e.
I := ind(π˜) =
√
disc (M0(x))
disc (k(π))
We recall that π˜ and π define the same function field k(π) = k(π˜).
Proposition 2.3. [7, theorem 6.4] and [10, lemma 3.1]
Let M0(x) = x
3+ c1x+ c2 be the standard form of the Weil polynomial M(x) =
x3 + a1x
2 + a2x + µQ. π denotes a root of M(x) and π˜ =
π + a13
gcd(g1, g2)
is a root
of M0(x). Let ω1 = α1 + π˜ and ω2 =
α2 + β2π˜ + π˜
2
I
, where α1, α2 and β2 are
elements of A.
(1, ω1, ω2) is an integral basis of the cubic function field k(π) = k(π˜) if and only
if

3β22 + c1 ≡ 0 mod I
β32 + c1β2 + c2 ≡ 0 mod I
2
α2 ≡ −2β
2
2 ≡ 2c1/3 mod I
Proof: The proof mainly relies on the following two facts:
• disc(1, π˜, π˜2) = I2disc (k(π)/k)
• For ω2 =
α2+β2p˜i+p˜i
2
I to be integral it is necessary that
ω22 =
(
α2 + β2π˜ + π˜
2
)2
I2
and (α1 + π˜)ω2 both lie in A[1, π˜, ω2]
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In other words there exist λ0, µ0, λ1, µ1 and λ2, µ2 ∈ A such that ω
2
2 =
λ0 + λ1π˜ + λ2ω2 and π˜ω2 = µ0 + µ1π˜ + µ2ω2.
♦
Corollary 2.1. α1 in the previous proposition can be assumed to be 0 because if(
1, α1 + π˜,
α2 + β2π˜ + π˜
2
I
)
is an integral basis, then so is
(
1, π˜,
α2 + β2π˜ + π˜
2
I
)
.
This is simply due to the fact that both triples have the same discriminant.
Remark 2.3. One can therefore, given an isogeny class of Drinfeld modules
described by the Weil polynomial M(x) = x3+a1x
2+a2x+µQ, compute the cor-
responding maximal order Omax which is the A-module generated by (1, ω1, ω2)
as mentioned before.
Let Omax = 〈1, ω1, ω2〉 =
{
(X,Y, Z)
 1ω1
ω2
∣∣∣ X, Y, Z ∈ A}.
We want now to give a complete list of sub-orders of Omax occurring as endo-
morphism rings of Drinfeld modules. We know from proposition 2.1 that this is
equivalent to looking for sub-orders containing π and whose conductor’s norm
(in case pv | a2) is relatively prime to pv.
Let then O = 〈ω˜0, ω˜1, ω˜2〉 be a sub-order of Omax.
1 ∈ O. That means one can write without loss of generality
O = 〈1, ω˜1, ω˜2〉 =
{
(X˜, Y˜ , Z˜)
 1ω˜1
ω˜2
∣∣∣X˜, Y˜ , Z˜ ∈ A}
But ω˜1 and ω˜2 ∈ Omax. That means
ω˜1 = α˜1 + β˜1ω1 + γ˜1ω2 and ω˜2 = α˜2 + β˜2ω1 + γ˜2ω2
for some α˜i, β˜i, γ˜i ∈ A i = 1, 2. In other words, 1ω˜1
ω˜2
 =
 1 0 0α˜1 β˜1 γ˜1
α˜2 β˜2 γ˜2
 1ω1
ω2
. Let M =
 1 0 0α˜1 β˜1 γ˜1
α˜2 β˜2 γ˜2
 ∈ M3(A)
Where M3(A) denotes the ring of 3× 3 -matrices with entries in A.
M can be transformed into the so-called Hermite normal form. That means
there the exists a matrix U ∈ GL3(A) and an upper triangular matrix H such
that U ·M = H.
Some simple row operations show that the Hermite normal form ofM looks like
H =
1 0 00 c b
0 0 a
 with degT (b) < degT (a) (1)
We therefore redefine ω˜1 and ω˜2 as ω˜1 = cω1 + bω2 and ω˜2 = aω2.
The sub-lattice O can then be written as
O = 〈1, ω˜1, ω˜2〉 =
{
(X, Y, Z)
1 0 00 c b
0 0 a
 1ω1
ω2
∣∣∣X, Y, Z ∈ A}
Remark 2.4. One clearly notices that the sub-lattice O above is an order if and
only if ω˜1
2, ω˜2
2 and ω˜1ω˜2 belong to O
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But

ω˜1
2 = (cω1 + bω2)
2 = c2ω21 + 2bcω1ω2 + b
2ω22
ω˜2
2 = (aω2)
2 = a2ω22
ω˜1ω˜1 = (cω1 + bω2)(aω2) = acω1ω2 + abω
2
2
Thus
 ω˜12ω˜22
ω˜1ω˜2
 =
c2 b2 2bc0 a2 0
0 ab ac

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M1
 ω21ω22
ω1ω2

As we have seen in proposition 2.3 and its corollary,
ω1 = π˜ and ω2 =
α2 + β2π˜ + π˜
2
I
where π˜3 + c1π˜ + c2 = 0
One can therefore compute ω21 , ω
2
2 and ω1ω2 in terms of ω1 and ω2. One gets ω21ω22
ω1ω2
 =
X11 X12 X13X21 X22 X23
X31 X32 X33

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M2
 1ω1
ω2
 where
X11 = −α2, X12 = −β2, X13 = I
X21 =
α2β
2
2 − c1α2 + 3α
2
2 − 2c2β2
I2
, X22 =
−β32 − c1β2 − c2
I2
, X23 =
β22 − c1 + 2α2
I
X31 =
α2β2 − c2
I
, X32 =
−β22 − c1 + α2
I
and X33 = β2.
Therefore  ω˜12ω˜22
ω˜1ω˜2
 =M1M2
 1ω1
ω2
 =M1M2H−1
 1ω˜1
ω˜2

Remark 2.5. O is an order if and only if M1M2H
−1 ∈ M3(A)
Let us now investigate the orders occurring as endomorphism ring of a rank
3 Drinfeld module.
We know that in addition to the above mentioned condition, O = 〈1, ω˜1, ω˜2〉
must contain the Frobenius π. In other words, there should exist a0, b0, c0 ∈ A
such that
π = a0 + b0ω˜1 + c0ω˜2. But
ω1 = π˜ and π˜ =
π + a13
gcd(g1, g2)
Also ω˜1 = cω1 + bω2 and ω˜2 = aω2. Therefore
−
a1
3
+ gcd(g1, g2) · ω1 = a0 + b0c · ω1 + (b0b+ c0a) · ω2
Thus
b0c = gcd(g1, g2) and b0b = −c0a (2)
That is, c divides gcd(g1, g2) anda divides bgcd(g1, g2)
c
We summarize our discussion in the following theorem:
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Theorem 2.1. A = Fq[T ] and k = Fq(T )
Let M(x) = x3+ a1x
2+ a2x+µQ ∈ A[x] be a Weil polynomial. In order to put
M(x) in a simple form x3+b1x+b2, let b1 =
−a21
3
+a2 and b2 =
2a31
27
−
a1a2
3
+µQ
whose square-free factorizations are given by
b1 = µ1
n1∏
i=1
bi1i b2 = µ2
n2∏
j=1
bj2j µ1, µ2 ∈ F
∗
q
In order to get the standard form M0(x) = x
3+ c1x+ c2 of M(x) (as defined in
??), we consider g1 and g2 the elements of A defined by
g1 =
n1∏
i=1
b
⌊ i2 ⌋
1i and g2 =
n2∏
j=1
b
⌊ j3 ⌋
2j
We remove out from b1 and b2 resp. the highest square common divisor and the
highest cubic common divisor by setting
c1 =
b1
gcd(g1, g2)2
and c2 =
b2
gcd(g1, g2)3
Let π˜ =
pi+
a1
3
gcd(g1,g2)
be a root of the standard polynomial x3 + c1x+ c2.
Let I = ind(π˜) = ind(pi)gcd(g1,g2)3 , α2 and β2 ∈ A such that
3β22 + c1 ≡ 0 mod I
β32 + c1β2 + c2 ≡ 0 mod I
2
α2 ≡ −2β
2
2 ≡ 2c1/3 mod I
We consider the matrix M2 ∈ M3 (k) defined by
M2 =
X11 X12 X13X21 X22 X23
X31 X32 X33
 where
X11 = −α2, X12 = −β2, X13 = I
X21 =
α2β
2
2 − c1α2 + 3α
2
2 − 2c2β2
I2
, X22 =
−β32 − c1β2 − c2
I2
, X23 =
β22 − c1 + 2α2
I
X31 =
α2β2 − c2
I
, X32 =
−β22 − c1 + α2
I
and X33 = β2.
The Endomorphism rings of Drinfeld modules in the isogeny class defined by the
Weil polynomial M(x) are:
O = A+A ·
(
cπ˜ + b
(
α2 + β2π˜ + π˜
2
I
))
+A · a
(
α2 + β2π˜ + π˜
2
I
)
such that M1M2H
−1 ∈ M3 (A) and in addition gcd(pv, ac) = 1 if pv | a2. Where
M1 =
c2 b2 2bc0 a2 0
0 ab ac
 and H =
1 0 00 c b
0 0 a

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
c runs through the divisors of gcd(g1, g2)
a runs through the divisors of I
b ∈ A such that degT b < degT a and a | b
gcd(g1, g2)
c
Proof: The proof follows straightforwardly from our discussion before. The
condition gcd(pv, ac) = 1 comes from the fact that in case pv | a2, the norm of the
conductor ofO must be prime to pv (see Proposition 2.1). ♦
Corollary 2.2. Let M(x) = x3+a1x
2+a2x+µQ ∈ A[x] be a Weil polynomial.
π is a root of M(x) and π˜ = π +
a1
3
. Let
b1 =
−a21
3
+ a2 and b2 =
2a31
27
−
a1a2
3
+ µQ.
If there is no prime p ∈ A such that p2 | b1 and p
3 | b2 (in particular if b1 and
b2 are coprime or b1 is square-free or b2 is cubic-free) then the endomorphism
rings of Drinfeld modules in the isogeny class defined by the Weil polynomial
M(x) are
Oa = A+A · π˜ +A · a
(
α2 + β2π˜ + π˜
2
I
)
such that MaM2H
−1
a ∈ M3(A) and in addition gcd(pv, a) = 1 if pv | a2. Where
Ma =
1 0 00 a2 0
0 0 a
 and Ha =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 a

Here a runs through the divisors of the index I = ind(π˜).
Proof: One can just reconsider the equation (2) right after remark 2.5. Here
gcd(g1, g2) = 1. Thus b0c = 1 i.e. b0 and c are units. In addition b0b = −c0a
and b0 is a unit. That means a | b. But degT b < degT a (see equation (1)).
Therefore b = 0. Hence the matrixH in equation (1) and the matrixM1 become
Ha =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 a
 and Ma =
1 0 00 a2 0
0 0 a

and the result follows. ♦
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